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About This Content

The Blade of Galadriel Story Expansion includes:

• NEW Story campaign
• NEW Orc Allies & Side Missions

• NEW Boss fights against the Ringwraiths and Dark Talion
• NEW Light wielding Combat

• NEW Legendary Gear Set for Eltariel

Play as Eltariel, the Blade of Galadriel, as she hunts the newest Ringwraith. Her epic story begins on the tower of Barad-dûr
after the battle with Sauron and takes her across Mordor.

Eltariel enters battle with a new dual wield combat style, new powers based on the Light of Galadriel and the ability to wield the
New Ring.
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Title: The Blade of Galadriel Story Expansion
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Monolith Productions, Inc.
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 with Platform Update

Processor: AMD FX-4350, 4.2 GHz / Intel Core i5-2300, 2.80 GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD HD 7870, 2 GB / NVIDIA GTX 660, 2 GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 70 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Arabic,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Please Note: While I DO Recommend this game, for the most part, I recommend it ONLY if you have someone to play it and a
controller. Otherwise, despite my love for TFS, it's hard to recommend it or anyone playing by themselves and\/or WITHOUT a
controller. This game is almost EXCLUSIVELY MULTIPLAYER. While there is TECHNICALLY a single player mode, all it
really does is give you a chance to practice maneuverability, attacking, and getting used to a character(Which by and large
ISN"T a bad thing). That being said, voice acting, music and character designs are fantastic! When I CAN play the game, it is
really enjoyable.

Overall if you just want to support TeamFourStar and\/or want a couch game to play with some friends, go ahead and get the
game. Otherwise, you're better off waiting for updates.
. Before I start pointing out the bad sides, I must say that I really like this game.
It is a very good game for its price.

This game is a light tactical RPG or something along those lines.
You make a party of six, and you can choose from 20 different characters.
This is great for replayability, as you can try different teams. The game is not too long so you could play it through with a few
teams.

It is not beautiful, but the graphics are good enough. The sounds and voice acting are rather poor, but I didn't mind because the
game is fun.

=============

Ok now the whine part..

Things that annoy me are camera related. The camera scrolls slower in one direction, and faster in the others.
It's annoying when you try to check the battlefield. You scroll back and forth, one time the camera crawls and other time it goes
on turbo. It's hard to control.

And other thing about the camera is at in certain levels, especially indoors you can't see the enemy because you can't rotate the
camera. They will be hidden behind a wall and you have to guess if your abilities will hit them.

Also there's no quick way to check if your characters have moved or attacked.
You have to click and check them all to be sure.

The item shop interface is lacking. I'd appreciate it if I could at least sort items by rarity or type.
Now they're just a bunch of items mixed up and you have to check each one manually to see the stats.

Don't get me wrong, the game is still very good even though I whine about stuff.
It would simply be better if these things were fixed / changed.

For this price tag (I got it on sale for 3 euros), it is very good.
I probably would've paid the full price for this one, so I highly recommend it!

Rating: ★★★★☆. I'm really amazed by the state of the game. Now i can say that it gives me RE and Silent Hill vibes! I like the
environment and the enemies are pretty creepy tbh. Keep up the good job guys!. Ive been a fan of the TW games pretty much
since the beginning AND i could nt be more upset with this "game". I was so excited because it is my favorite time period and
location I really wanted this game to be MY game.....ugh I am so upset.....I guess I will try to keep playing it and maybe it will
grow on me...... Challenging but not overly frustrating. Clever, funny and thought-provoking. Highly enjoyable and well-made..
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The best "Puzzle Quest" since the original, made by those same developers! Featuring new content weekly and developers that
are very engaged with their players. To get the most out of the game, find a good guild ASAP and check out the official forums.
My hours played is much higher than what you see here, since I usually play on iOS. (You can use the same account across the
PC, iOS, and Android versions.). pro:
+ challenging turn based cardbased combat
+ can get easy 50 hours playtime out of this (especially if you do both campaigns, I only did 1)
+ lots of ways to create card decks, lots of cards
+ much improved single player experience over etherlords 1
+ had no major technical problems (see cons for what occurred rarely)

cons:
- outdated visuals all around, low res , low quality, it heavily shows its age here
- the difficulty curve is rather odd, I played on hard and the most difficult part was always the start with a new hero, due to
having no choice but use the starter deck and hope for the correct draw
- I had to repair the gamefiles with steam 3 times because a file would get corrupted and the game wont start anymore
- the 'crafting' of artifacts is very difficult (except for the venom one...) and unless you get the trait to be able to use artifacts
alot then its not worth it at all, if you find a recipe, write it down because you wont get a chance to read it again... and even if
you think you have done everything right and wasted an hour to beat the enemy with a horrible adjusted deck it might not work
and you wont know why

still worth its price. Rom: Extraction is already my favorite VR game. It has that "Just one more try" pull of the great arcade
shooters and looks phenomenal to boot. Having arms rendered in game has been a very noticeable and welcomed addition to the
amount of immersion I've felt while playing. The social screen has been a blast as onlookers cheer on and warn of incoming
threats. All around one of the most immersive and fun games I've played in the Vive.

Update 3\/5\/17:
The new level and weapon are great! The recent update even made it run way better for me too! There are now more options to
control the sounds in game, the new menu area looks great and is laid out much better. Great update!!!. ah, i cant thank
everyone who brought this to life enough <3 thanks to you guys i can have even more hours of fun with the same characters i
love c: forreal you guys are amazing
im sorry if this is very helpful haha love yall. This little piece of software is well worth the 3 usd pricetag.

Intuitive desktop controls for lazy navigation. Media controls, that turn your controller into a remote for your videoplayer, and
music player, ands easy netflix and hulu navigation, all for the low low price of 3 dollars.

But, the real justification for the price is the controller profiles for games that are a ♥♥♥♥♥ to setup controls for your x360 or
xbone controller.

Give it a go, you can't go wrong for 3 bucks.
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Could be more like car mechanic simulator 2015 with the different tools and better mouse control but overall fairly decent
game.. I love it but needs more players. I rate 7/10 'cos players NEEDED. It's great fun smashing up a puzzle like this, leaving
only what still needs solving standing.
One MAJOR downside though is that, because the game is physics based, solutions occasionally fail. This means you'll start
looking for a solution while you already had it. Certain levels (Especially the more complex at the end) even had orbs deflecting
of cubes in different directions depending on the camera angle.

If it weren't for the randomness, it'd be perfect.. Filled with puzzles and humor.. beautiful music and immersive visuals!
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